
 

  
 REPORT TO:  Council    FOR: Regular  
 REPORT FROM:  Community Planning & Infrastructure        
 PRESENTED:  December 19, 2017   FILE: Downtown Zoning Amendments  

SUBJECT:  Downtown Zoning Amendments (Setbacks, Cash-in-lieu Parking, Employment Space, and 
Cleveland Character)  

  
Recommendation:  

That Council approve the following resolutions:   

THAT The District of Squamish Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011, Amendment Bylaw (Setbacks and 
Cash-in-lieu Parking) No. 2576, 2017 be given first and second reading; 

AND THAT The District of Squamish Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011, Amendment Bylaw (Setbacks 
and Cash-in-lieu Parking) No. 2576, 2017 Public Hearing be scheduled for January 9, 2017 at 
6:00pm at the 55 Activity Centre.   

THAT The District of Squamish Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011, Amendment Bylaw (Employment 
Space) No. 2577, 2017 be given first and second reading;  

AND THAT The District of Squamish Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011, Amendment Bylaw 
(Employment Space) No. 2577, 2017 Public Hearing be scheduled for January 9, 2017 at 6:00pm 
at the 55 Activity Centre.   

THAT The District of Squamish Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011, Amendment Bylaw (FAR on 
Cleveland, Upper storeys setback on Cleveland and Frontage on Cleveland) No. 2578, 2017 be 
given first and second reading;   

AND THAT The District of Squamish Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011, Amendment Bylaw (FAR on 
Cleveland, Upper storeys setback on Cleveland and Frontage on Cleveland) No. 2578, 2017 
Public Hearing be scheduled for January 9, 2017 at 6:00pm at the 55 Activity Centre. 

 

  
1. Objective:   

To present Council with three proposed bylaws that together make up the Downtown Zoning 
Amendments. These proposed bylaws are presented for consideration of first and second 
readings and scheduling of a public hearing.  

2. Background:  

The overall intent of the proposed Downtown Zoning Changes project is to support the 
implementation of the collective vision of Downtown Squamish, as outlined in the current 
guiding plans of the District, including the Official Community Plan, draft Downtown 
Neighbourhood Plan, and recently adopted Active Transportation Plan.      

The proposed zoning changes are intended to assist in achieving the overall goals of: 
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• Securing employment space to meet long-term demand and foster local employment. 
• Enhancing Downtown streetscapes by making them more green and increasing 

pedestrian and bike safety, while maintaining parking. 
• Equitable Cash-in-Lieu regulations to allow for employment development Downtown 

while maintaining commercial parking availability.  
• Maintaining the small town “High Street” character of Cleveland Avenue. 

The Downtown Zoning Amendments project arose from the 2017 Zoning Bylaw Update 
(Longbus) which had originally proposed amendments relating to Downtown setbacks and 
commercial space, as well as building heights on Cleveland. 

A detailed summary of the originally proposed amendments from the 2017 Zoning Bylaw 
update and a project chronology, including all Council and Committee meetings and public 
engagement dates can be found in Attachment 1.  

3. Project Information:  

Proposed Zoning Bylaw amendments are as follows:   

a) Amendment Bylaw (Setbacks and Cash-in-lieu Parking) No. 2576, 2017 

Setbacks 

Proposed Bylaw Amendments:  

Require a minimum building setback of 2.5m along any property line fronting Third Avenue from 
Bailey Street to Westminster Street and provide the subsequent laneway setback to be reduced 
by an equal amount.   

Require a minimum building setback of 1.5m along any property fronting Pemberton Avenue 
from the Rail line to Third Avenue and provide the subsequent laneway setback where eligible 
to be reduced by an equal amount.  

Rationale: 

The intent of this amendment is to provide adequate streetscape widths to achieve active 
transportation and Downtown beautification objectives to accommodate street trees, separated 
bike lanes and wider sidewalks, all while maintaining existing two lanes of parking.  

Through extensive community and committee engagement only two streetscapes (Third Avenue 
and Pemberton Avenue) setbacks are being proposed instead of the original five (Third Avenue, 
Second Avenue, Pemberton Avenue, Victoria Street and Vancouver Street.).  

Second Avenue: Given the community’s comments on design, walkability, cost and population 
considerations, the Second Avenue streetscape design is considered to no longer require 
building setbacks as the originally proposed bike lanes have been removed. They were removed, 
as Second Avenue is intended to give prioritization to pedestrians and adding two bike lanes and 
two sides of vehicle parking would increase pavement and street crossing distances. It was also 
considered that the Third Avenue separated bike route would be sufficient to serve the north- 
south cycling needs of Downtown. The streetscape design will include the option to create 
separated bike lanes by removing one lane of parking in the future.  
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Victoria and Vancouver Street were proposed at the December 2016 report to Council as they 
were the chosen cycling routes in the 2016 Active Transportation Plan. After this information 
was presented, the 2017 Downtown Truck Route Study was completed and Main Street was 
discovered to have an existing 25m road right of way, which were both not taken into 
consideration in the 2016 Active Transportation Plan. In sum, Main Street was considered a 
viable east-west cycling connector with adequate road width thus eliminating the need for any 
building setback revisions to Victoria or Vancouver Street.  These setbacks were only proposed 
during the initial report to Council and were not proposed at any subsequent community 
workshop.  

Figure 1: Third Avenue Proposed Streetscape width and elements.  

Third Avenue and Pemberton Avenue are identified as Active and Safe Routes to School and are 
both separated bike lane routes approved in the 2016 Active Transportation Plan. Almost half of 
survey respondents were in agreement with changing building setbacks to accommodate wider 
sidewalks, street trees and bike lanes while maintaining two lanes of on-street parking (48%). 
Lastly, the precedent and streetscape potential for larger road right of ways on main streets can 
be seen right here in Squamish with both Cleveland and Main Street designed to 25m road right 
of ways. Precedent for larger Downtown road widths can also be seen in other BC municipalities 
ranging from 30m to 22.5m road right of ways (ROW) on central or secondary streets 
Downtown. 

Third Avenue: Although currently predominately residential, Third Avenue spans across the new 
Downtown Gateway, Commercial Centre and Mixed Employment land uses proposed in the 
Squamish 2040 OCP amendments. The two lane ways behind Third Avenue do not have hydro 
lines in the lanes that may impact potential buildable area and is largely undeveloped large 
properties or residential properties that already have a 7.62 m front setback, limiting the 
concern for unsymmetrical street frontages. 
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Figure 2 – (Above) Proposed Pemberton Avenue bi-direction bike lane in relation to future and 
existing multi-use pathway connections. (Below) Potential new truck route and increased 
vehicle capacity.  

Pemberton Avenue: Plans to establish a connection between Laurelwood Road and Pemberton 
Avenue, across the Mamquam Blind Channel, could make Pemberton Avenue one of the main 
streets in and out of Downtown, where adequate space for both increased vehicles and active 
transportation capacity are important considerations when establishing streetscape widths. For 
the active transportation network to function Downtown, Pemberton will need a separated bike 
lane connecting it to the Corridor Trail, Waterfront Landing and Valleycliffe, which will connect 
into the Loggers Lane, Third Avenue and Buckley Avenue networks. Pemberton Avenue already 
accommodates several turning lanes but it is envisioned that more may be required as vehicle 
volumes increase Downtown. Therefore, a central turning lane should be maintained in the 
streetscape design to accommodate the anticipated vehicle growth Downtown and the existing 
Squamish transit exchange needs. Lastly, should a Pemberton bridge be built, Pemberton from 
the rail line to Loggers Lane will also be a truck route and thus, wider drive aisles and truck 
turning radii must also be considered within the design.  

Building setbacks as proposed along Pemberton Avenue will help ensure adequate streetscape 
width to accommodate expected vehicle, truck and active transportation needs while maintain 
on street parking where possible.  

Cash-in-lieu Parking  

Proposed Bylaw Amendments:  

To limit all Downtown commercial parking cash-in-lieu to a 4 space maximum, unless 
commercial parking is provided on site where the eligible amount can increase on a one to one 
ratio.  

To allow unlimited cash-in-lieu only for properties fronting Cleveland Avenue between 
Pemberton and Main St. and who have a minimum lot width of 16 m or less.  

Rationale: 

Separated Bike Lane 

Future/Existing 
Connections 
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The intent of the cash-in-lieu parking amendments are to provide for equity between Cleveland 
Avenue and the other commercial core streets (Second Avenue., Third Avenue, and Pemberton 
Avenue), while still preserving the intent of the unlimited commercial cash-in-lieu for small lots 
on Cleveland Avenue.  

Currently, there is no limit on the number of commercial spaces that can be paid out through 
cash-in-lieu on Cleveland fronting properties, while on other commercial streets it is limited to 4 
spaces. Amending the regulation so that all Downtown streets have a maximum of 4 cash-in-lieu 
spaces except for small lots on Cleveland will offer equity amongst the varying lot sizes and 
developable properties Downtown.  Amending this regulation further to increase the number of 
cash-in-lieu commercial spaces at a 1 to 1 ratio will ensure we have regulation to support more 
commercial cash-in-lieu options as the demand for employment space increases while still 
preserving commercial parking on site. The ratio will also help remove the parking requirement 
differences between both residential and commercial in favour of more employment space 
Downtown. Finally, maintaining the unlimited exemption for only small lots on Cleveland will 
ensure a strong incentive to maintain smaller scale on Cleveland.  

b) Amendment Bylaw (Employment Space) No. 2577, 2017 

Employment Space 

Proposed Bylaw Amendments:  

Require a minimum of 20% of a building’s gross floor area (GFA) be used as employment space.  

Rationale: 

The intent of this amendment is to assist in securing employment space to meet long-term 
demand and foster local employment for Squamish.  

Requiring a minimum amount of employment space in new developments will increase the 
amount of commercial spaces Downtown and promote Downtown as the central core of the 
community, with a concentration of office, retail, and service development.  

The proposed amendment does not explicitly mandate second floor commercial, instead it takes 
a flexible approach, which was developed through public and stakeholder input. The proposed 
amendment would allow the minimum 20% GFA to be located anywhere in the building, to any 
configuration, which will allow for design flexibility and creation of a wider variety of units and 
sizes, appealing to a broader range of employment uses.    

Staff based the 20% amount on a review of recent mixed-use downtown developments to 
confirm that the amount is achievable. The Employment Lands Strategy (ELS) was also reviewed; 
the ELS supply-demand projections assumed that development would follow the use and 
building types specified in the draft Downtown Neighbourhood Plan (DTNP). Recent downtown 
developments are not following the DTNP, with significantly less commercial space being built. 
The 20% amount attempts to create a commercial space requirement that is better aligned with 
the DTNP amounts and ELS assumptions.   

Recent commercial space gap analysis completed by the Economic Development Department 
found that the supply of commercial space in Squamish will be insufficient under both medium 
and high growth scenarios, even with the proposed 20% amount factored in. Considering the 
above, the 20% amount should be monitored and reviewed regularly to determine the impact 
on the viability of downtown development and on the supply of employment space, both 
downtown and for Squamish overall.  
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c) Amendment Bylaw (FAR on Cleveland, Upper storeys setback on Cleveland and 
Frontage on Cleveland) No. 2578, 2017  

This suite of Cleveland Avenue related amendments is intended to support the overall goal of 
maintaining the “main street” character of Cleveland Avenue. The proposed amendments have 
been modeled by a local architectural firm to confirm intended results and viability. 

Originally, the height of development along Cleveland was proposed to be reduced, but as the 
topic of Cleveland height was explored further, what emerged was the awareness that the 
restriction of building height on Cleveland may not achieve the underlying goal of retaining the 
character of Squamish’s original commercial, shopping and general social hub while maintaining 
some design flexibility.  

Based on this awareness and continuing feedback (see chronology in Attachment 1), a suite of 
approaches to maintaining Cleveland Avenue character were developed. The suite of 
amendments fit together with policy that has been included in the Squamish 2040 Official 
Community Plan Update that will work in tandem to support the goal of retaining the character 
of Cleveland Avenue.  

The amendments are proposed to apply to those properties fronting Cleveland Avenue, south 
of Pemberton Avenue and north of Main Street. This aligns with both the Downtown Squamish 
Concept Plan and draft Downtown Neighbourhood Plan “Cleveland Commercial” land use 
designation areas.    

Floor Area Ration (FAR) on Cleveland Avenue 

Proposed Bylaw Amendments:  

The maximum density for parcels with frontage on Cleveland Avenue south of Pemberton 
Avenue and north of Main Street shall be as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 
Rationale: 

Currently, the Downtown Commercial (C-4) Zone has no 
FAR or density metric; density is regulated by height and 
setbacks only. Recently approved buildings have been 
maximizing the full 6-storey height and zero lot line 
setbacks. As a result, we are seeing large, boxy forms of 
development.  

Introducing a maximum FAR would allow density to be 
moved around on a lot to address views and shading. FAR 
allows for a variety of forms, massing and heights, enabling 
flexible design that encourages architectural interest.  

Lot Size Lot Dimensions Floor Area Ratio 

Small Lot area less than 560 m2 2.25 

Medium Lot area between 560 m2 and 1860 m2 2.00 

Large Lot area greater than 1860 m2 1.75 
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FAR would relate to lot size. Small lots are challenged to accommodate required parking due to 
narrow lot dimensions. Large lots have space for a ramp to access parking at second level. 
Parking is not included in the FAR calculation, so a lower FAR on larger lots will allow for the 
same type of building massing that we will see on smaller lots which have a higher FAR. 

A critical mass of residents and employees is needed Downtown in order to activate the area 
and make it vibrant. FAR is not proposed for C-4 lots that do not front onto Cleveland. The 
surrounding streets off Cleveland would accommodate the full lot build-out that we are 
currently seeing built in Downtown Squamish. Surrounding residential density would support 
the “main street” Cleveland Avenue businesses. The 2018 Zoning Bylaw update will need to 
address FAR considerations for areas outside of Cleveland Avenue as part of the implementation 
of the new OCP. 

Massing examples are proposed below for the proposed FARs on the relative lot dimensions. 
Assumptions used in the examples include: Provision of 20% employment space, parking per 
proposed cash-in-lieu amendment; building stepback as proposed; 3.5m rear setback and 1.5m 
upper residential setback.  

Resulting examples are as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Upper storey setbacks on Cleveland  

Proposed Bylaw Amendments:  

Require the upper storeys of new development to step back from Cleveland Avenue. To achieve 
this stepping back, an angled front setback, measured from the edge of the Cleveland Avenue 

Small – less than 6,001 sf 
Proposed FAR: 2.25 
Example lot: 6,000 sf. (50 x 120 ft.) 
Gross floor area: 13,500 sf. total 
2,700 sf. commercial/ 10,800 sf residential 

Medium – 6,001 sf – 20,000 sf 
Proposed FAR: 2.00 

Example lot: 18,000 sf. (120 x 150 ft.) 

Gross floor area: 36,000 sf. total 

7,200 sf. commercial/ 28,800 sf residential 

Large – greater than 20,000 sf 
Proposed FAR: 1.75 

Example lot: 36,000 sf. (120 x 300 ft.) 

Gross floor area: 63,000 sf. total 

12,600 sf. commercial/ 50,400 sf residential 
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sidewalk is proposed, as shown below. No portion of a building would extend beyond this 
setback (beyond the dotted red line).   

 
Rationale: 

The intent of this amendment is to maintain the existing small scale, main street feel along 
Cleveland, while still accommodating taller buildings and new development, by shifting the 
upper storey massing towards the rear or back of the property.   

The very specific upper storey angled setback limits exposure and shading of the upper storeys 
from the perspective of a person standing on the sidewalk (on the same side of the street as the 
proposed building).  

The angled building setback will allow for design flexibility while reducing the visual impact and 
physical presence of a larger/taller building. An angled setback will also allow for more sunlight 
to reach the street level, reducing the amount of shading of the public realm, and may retain or 
open up views to the north (Garibaldi) and south.     

Frontage on Cleveland  

Proposed Bylaw Amendments:  

The width for each individual commercial unit located at street grade along Cleveland Avenue 
shall be a maximum of 16 m (~50 ft.).  
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Rationale: 

Setting the maximum width of individual commercial units will maintain the existing “main 
street” character of Cleveland by reflecting the historical lot pattern of Cleveland Ave, which 
was originally subdivided into 25 ft. wide lots circa the early 1900’s. New narrow commercial 
units will align with existing small businesses and support Cleveland Avenue as a unique 
shopping destination. This amendment also helps solidify Cleveland’s identity which is 
comprised of small scale, unique “mom and pop” shops, and limits the presence of large chain 
stores.  

4. Implications:  

a. Budget:   

All advertising costs required for Public Hearing notification will be the responsibility of the 
District.   

The funds for the Downtown zoning amendments project have been covered in the current 
budget, no new funds are needed. 

b. Organizational Impact:  

It is anticipated that staff efficiency in processing downtown development applications may 
increase.  

Planning staff have worked closely with the Engineering Department throughout the 
development of the proposed setback amendments, as these setback changes relate 
directly to the implementation of Active Transportation objectives as they relate to 
Downtown, and street specific designs that are currently underway.  

c. Policy:   

The intended goal of the Downtown zoning changes project is to aid in the achievement and 
implementation of the vision and policies of the various Downtown related plans, including 
the Official Community Plan, the draft Downtown Neighbourhood Plan and the Active 
Transportation Plan. A full description of key District policies that relate to each proposed 
bylaw amendment is contained in Section 3 of Attachment 1.  

d. Bylaws:   

The proposed downtown changes are all amendments to Zoning Bylaw No. 2200, 2011. No 
additional bylaws are in need of amending to ensure consistency. Bylaw 2553, 2017 (Cash in 
lieu of Parking Amounts) will be brought forward with the Zoning Bylaw amendments after 
the public hearing. 

5. Council Priority Areas  

 Environment:   

The street specific setback amendments will help improve active transportation opportunities 
Downtown by enabling the future development of complete streets that improve the 
walkability and “bikeability” of Downtown. An increase in active transportation options may, in 
turn, lead to a potential to decrease GHG emissions.  

   Economic Development  
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The suite of Downtown zoning amendments will generally support Downtown Revitalization by 
enhancing the downtowns streetscapes for pedestrians and cyclists while maintaining parking 
where possible, adding more employment space opportunities for new businesses to locate 
downtown, and maintaining the current unique small town character of Cleveland Avenue 
which supports Downtown as a tourist destination.  

The proposed employment space amendment could lead to an increase in the amount of 
employment space downtown which would support the Strategic Plan’s Employment goal of 
increasing the number and spectrum of jobs. A diversity of businesses will create long-term 
sustainable jobs. 

The Economic Development Department updated the commercial space gap analysis originally 
done as part of the Employment Lands Strategy; much of this work formed the foundation of 
the employment space amendment. The requirement of employment space in new 
development Downtown will create employment lands. 

Healthy Community 

The street specific setback amendments will enhance the active transportation network, which 
will result in better connect neighbourhoods, tourism hubs and gathering spaces and improve 
health.  

Creating a built environment that is inviting to the community and improves our public spaces 
Downtown, contributes to the health and well-being of our citizens. The Cleveland character 
amendments specifically should encourage a high level of urban design which contributes to the 
livability of Downtown through retention of views, sunlight access, and strong sense of identity.    

Open and Transparent Government  

The public engagement process has followed the IAP2 level of “Involve” on the spectrum of 
public participation. Overall, public engagement was approached with a goal to highly engage 
and involve key Downtown stakeholder groups as well as the broader Downtown community, 
and the focus was on how to implement the Downtown visions. 

Through the engagement process, extensive public feedback on the proposed Downtown 
zoning changes was received. Community members’ priorities and options were explored and 
then refined through subsequent engagement events.  

High level summary of public engagement process (for a detailed summary please refer to the 
chronology outlined in Section 2 of Attachment 1):  

• 3 Engagement Events, including two workshops (May 4 and October 25) and one open 
house (November 27) were held.      

• Notification of all engagement events were advertised through the District’s social 
media channels (Facebook, eNews, webpage), as well as in the Chief Newspaper and via 
posters put up in businesses around downtown. Notification was also sent out via mail 
to affected property owners for each engagement event.  

• 1 survey was conducted in the spring; 177 responses were received.  
•  Project webpage was created and has been featured on the District of Squamish 

website since April, 2017.  
• 3 Advisory Design Panel meetings to review the proposed zoning amendments from the 

conceptual stage to options.  
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• 2 Committee of the Whole meetings to workshop Cleveland Character (height) and to 
update Council on the downtown zoning amendment process and receive feedback on 
options.   

Further engagement will be limited to notification for the Public Hearing as required by the 
Local Government Act, unless Council desires additional outreach to the community. 

6. Implementation:  

Staff will initiate Public Hearing notification should initial bylaw readings be given.  

7. Attachments:  

1. Project Information Report 
8. Alternatives to Staff Recommendation:  

THAT Council refer the Downtown Zoning Amendments back to Staff.  

9. Staff Review  

Prepared By:  

Kerry Hamilton, Planner  

Aja Philp, Planner 

Elaine Naisby, Planner  

Reviewed By:  

Jonas Velaniskis, Director of Community Planning 

Gary Buxton, General Manager of Community Planning & Infrastructure 

Robin Arthurs, General Manager of Corporate Services, Recreation & Culture 

CAO Recommendation: 

That the recommendation of the Community Planning Department be approved. 

Linda Glenday, CAO 



Attachment 1 - Project Information Report 
 

1. Location and Context 

 

 



2. Background 
Summary of original amendments from 2017 Zoning Bylaw Update: 

Bylaw 2513 (Downtown Commercial and Setbacks) proposed to require employment space at 
ground level along all frontages in the Downtown Commercial (C-4) and Artisan Village (C-10) zones, 
and also in an additional storey of the building other than the first (i.e. second storey commercial or 
office space),  to a minimum unit depth of 10 m.  
 
The purpose of this amendment was to increase employment space downtown to foster local 
employment. Bylaw 2513 also proposed to increase front setbacks in the C-4 and C-10 zones for 
properties fronting onto Pemberton Avenue, Victoria Street, Vancouver Street, Second Avenue and 
Third Avenue from 0.0 m to 2.5 m to allow for widened streetscapes and improved pedestrian 
spaces. To maintain buildable area, the rear setback was proposed to be reduced by an equal 
amount.   
 
Bylaw 2515 (Cleveland Commercial Height) proposed to decrease the maximum height permitted in 
the C-4 zone, for properties fronting Cleveland Avenue, to 10 m or two storeys to support the 
preservation of the downtown core as Squamish’s main commercial and shopping area, or “high 
street.”   
 
Brief Project Chronology: 

December 20, 2016, Council directed Staff to prepare amendments to the Zoning Bylaw to require 
second story commercial (i.e. employment space) in the C-4 and C-10 zones, and to limit the 
maximum height of buildings fronting Cleveland Avenue, from Buckley Avenue to Vancouver Street.  

February 21, 2017 the annual Zoning Bylaw Updates (Longbus) were presented to Council and 
granted first and second readings; Bylaw 2513 (Downtown Commercial and Setbacks) and Bylaw 
2515 (Cleveland Commercial Height) were included as part of the omnibus of Zoning Bylaw 
amendments.  

Setbacks & Employment: 

• May 4, 2017 Downtown Zoning Changes Community Workshop #1 was held at Howe Sound 
Brewing. Approximately 50 members of the public participated in roundtable discussion 
sessions;   

• May 2017, Downtown Zoning Changes Survey conducted. 177 responses were received;  

• May 18, 2017 Advisory Design Panel (ADP) reviewed and commented on the proposed 
downtown zoning changes concepts; 

• July 27, 2017 ADP reviewed and commented on the refined downtown zoning options 
based on the May public input;   

• September 12, 2017 Community of the Whole review and comments on the refined 
downtown zoning options based on the May public input; and 

• October 25, 2017 Downtown Zoning Changes Community Workshop #2 was held at Howe 
Sound Brewing. Approximately 40 members of the public participated in break out group 
discussion.  



Cleveland Character: 

• December 2016 - The height of development along Cleveland proposed to be reduced 
(Bylaw 2515 Cleveland Commercial Height); 

• May 16, 2017 Committee of the Whole Cleveland Commercial Height Workshop #1;  

• May 18, 2017 ADP reviewed and commented on options for Cleveland Character;  

• August 24, 2017 ADP reviewed and commented on options for Cleveland Character;  

• September 12, 2017 Committee of the Whole Cleveland Commercial Height Workshop #2; 

• October 25, 2017 Downtown Zoning Changes Community Workshop #2 was held at Howe 
Sound Brewing. Note that this is the first community engagement event at which the 
Cleveland Character related zoning changes were discussed in detail; and     

• November 27, 2017, an Open House specifically for the Cleveland Character related zoning 
changes was held. Two members of the public attended.  

 
3. Policy Review 

The proposed development is aligned with a number of Official Community Plan, 2014 Draft 
Downtown Neighbourhood Plan, and 2005 Downtown Squamish Concept Plan policies.  
 

Amendment Bylaw (Setbacks and Cash-in-lieu Parking) No. 2576, 2017 

Setbacks 
Official 

Community 
Plan: 

 

 18 - 27 The vibrancy of downtown shall be enhance through a coordinated and 
sensitively developed program of streetscape enhancements and public space 
improvements, based on a comprehensive urban design plan. 
23 - 24 The quality of pedestrian areas directly affects the overall image of a place, 
the quality of experience and the propensity for people to walk rather than drive. 
Recognizing this, efforts will be directed to such measures as: 

a. reducing travel lane widths; 
b. reducing street crossing distances; 
c. separated sidewalks; 
d. provision of pedestrian-scale lighting; 
e. soft and hard landscaping accents, and, 
f. street furniture. 

23 - 26 The District will work toward providing a safe pedestrian realm and will 
incorporate traffic-calming design approaches and measures in the Downtown and 
other key locations in the community. 
23 - 27 When possible, pedestrian-friendly design will be achieved through capital 
improvement projects, capital works projects, new development or substantial 
renovation to existing buildings. 

Draft 
Downtown 

Neighbourhood 

1-B.15 Activate Downtown streets with patios and sidewalk seating areas. 
1-D.6 Ensure that new development projects Downtown are built to promote 
active transportation, and that the development process includes analyses of non-
motorized modes and transit. 



Plan 2014: 

 

1-D.15 Create a pedestrian friendly public realm with safe and attractive 
connections between parks, pedestrian-friendly streets and crossings, and 
pedestrian access between buildings at mid-block locations where appropriate. 
2-A.5 Ensure Downtown is connected and accessible to employees and customers 
using a variety of transportation modes, including transit, cycling and walking. 
2-A.7 Ensure that the public realm is attractive and functional for Downtown 
businesses, residents and visitors. 
3-A.4 Ensure the Downtown street network enables users of all ages, abilities and 
modes (e.g., pedestrians, bicycles, transit riders and motorists) to interact and 
move more safely and efficiently along and across the District streets. 
3-A.10 Ensure Downtown street redevelopments create a positive pedestrian 
experience with public art, outdoor furniture, pedestrian lighting, etc. 

Downtown 
Squamish 

Concept Plan 
2005: 

Pemberton Avenue: 1.0 setback proposed, did not include separated bike 
lanes.  

 



Third Avenue: 1.5m to 2m setbacks proposed, did not include separated 
bike lanes.  

 

Cash-in-lieu 
Draft 

Downtown 
Neighbourhood 

Plan 2014: 

 

3-B.10 Encourage alternatives to on-site vehicle parking (e.g., central and shared 
structure for non-residential parking, car co-ops). 
3-B.16 Encourage shared parking facilities where feasible and appropriate and 
where parking demand varies over the course of the day for different activities. 
3-B.17 Review the effectiveness of the current bylaw permitting cash-in-lieu of 
parking spaces to ensure that the fee reflects the current market value but still 
provides incentives. 

Downtown 
Squamish 

Concept Plan 
2005: 

Explore a cash in lieu option for parking (in which developers/property owners pay 
into a parking fund rather than constructing on site parking).  
Examine parking requirments in the zoning bylaw to ensure that the standards are 
the minimum necessary. Residential requirements are already relatively low, at 
one space per dwelling unit.  

 

Amendment Bylaw (Employment Space) No. 2577, 2017 

Employment Space 
Official 

Community 
Plan: 

 

18 - 13 Downtown Squamish will continue to serve as the commercial and 
institutional centre for the community and be a regional service centre for the 
southern part of the Squamish-Lillooet Regional District. 
18 - 14 The District encourages the concentration of commercial development in a 
compact commercial area within the Downtown. 
18 - 15 The District encourages additional professional office uses in the 
Downtown. 
18 - 28 New street-oriented office, retail and service commercial uses are 
encouraged in Downtown Squamish in order to enhance its vitality as a pedestrian-



friendly environment. 
Draft 

Downtown 
Neighbourhood 

Plan: 

 

2-A.3 Promote and encourage Downtown as a key neighbourhood in Squamish for 
professional services and business offices that serve the entire community and 
region. 
2-B.1 Encourage a creative and flexible mix of employment generating uses 
Downtown, including artisan, retail, business office, arts and culture, 
civic/institutional, and light industrial uses. 
2-B.2 Encourage, facilitate and support the development of a mix of retail, service, 
and office businesses to enhance neighbourhood ambience, convenience and 
business mix. 
2-D.8 Prioritize retail and office uses at street grade and over parking on properties 
with Commercial, Cleveland Commercial, Commercial Mixed-Use and Residential-
Mixed Use land use designations. 

Downtown 
Squamish 

Concept Plan: 

Principle 6: Good Jobs are Close to Home. 
Commercial demand and capacity was analyzed and projected. A “Land Use 
Budget” was created to accommodate commercial uses (retail, service and office). 
A Land Use Plan was then created to assign commercial uses to Downtown 
locations and prescribe the permitted uses, density and forms (similar to the Draft 
Downtown Neighbourhood Plan Land Use Plan). New downtown development 
does not reflect the amount of commercial area proposed in either plan.  

 

Amendment Bylaw (FAR on Cleveland, Upper storeys setback on Cleveland 
and Frontage on Cleveland) No. 2578, 2017  

FAR on Cleveland 
Official 

Community 
Plan: 

 

18 - 19 Maintaining a compact, vibrant commercial core on Cleveland and Second 
Avenues north of Victoria Street is encouraged over continued commercial 
expansion. 
19 - 5 The District encourages the concentration of commercial development in a 
compact commercial area in the Downtown, particularly along Cleveland and 
Second Avenues. 

Draft 
Downtown 

Neighbourhood 
Plan: 

Cleveland Avenue – “keep small-town charm, maintain views” 
Recommended policies and programs to help maintain affordability and 
connectedness for small-scale businesses on Cleveland Ave. 

 



 
Downtown 

Squamish 
Concept Plan: 

Cleveland Ave. identified as Commercial land use, restricted to two storeys max. 
with possible 4-storey infill at rear. Commercial use prioritized, with possible 
office/ residential above. 
Identified density range of 0.6 – 2.5 FSR 
Open Space- Public outdoor space integrated with streetscape, glazed sidewalk 
awnings, and covered pergolas. Floors above grade are alternately articulated with 
balconies, bay windows, and green terraces. 
Identified four-storey max. for most of Downtown. Highlighted need to maintain 
views. Recommended development of a View Corridors Study. Recommended 
amending Zoning Bylaw to restrict building heights on Cleveland Avenue.  

 

 
 

 



 

 
Upper Storey Setback on Cleveland 

Official 
Community 

Plan: 

 

Development Permit Area 2 (Downtown Squamish) Guideline D. New infill 
development must be designed so that is sympathetic to the pedestrian character 
of the street, particularly on Cleveland Avenue. This can be accomplished by 
limiting building heights to 2 storeys for that portion of the building located within 
1.5 m of the front property line. Any portion of a building exceeding 2 storeys must 
be “stepped” back from the front face of the building. 
18 – 26 Views in the Downtown contribute to the overall experience and 
uniqueness of place and shall be preserved. Any new development or substantial 
building renovation shall require identification of significant view corridors and 
protection or mitigation strategies. 
19 – 3 The District shall encourage the concentration of commercial development 
in established commercial areas. It should compliment the character of adjacent 
land uses and achieve an appropriate human scale in order to create compact and 
vibrant nodes. 

Draft 
Downtown 

Neighbourhood 
Plan: 

Draft Development Permit Area Guidelines in support: 
2-A.36 Building volume shall be massed towards the centre of the block, so that 
significant portions of the upper levels of a building are stepped back from the 
sidewalk frontage. Upper level setbacks should be used to reduce the physical 
presence of the building, allow solar access to the street, and allow benched views 
of the surrounding landscape. Building frontages should have stepped-back upper 
floors to open up and frame views of the mountains along each street and to allow 
benched views over the building.  



 
Downtown 

Squamish 
Concept Plan: 

4.4 Place Making, 4.4.2 Places within Downtown Squamish   
While Cleveland Commercial uses on Cleveland Avenue are intended to remain at 
1.5 to 2 storeys, infill on the Loggers Lane side of these lots is possible. An 
additional 1 to 2 storeys, where appropriate, must be stepped back from Cleveland 
Avenue.  

Frontage on Cleveland 
Official 

Community 
Plan: 

 Development Permit Area 2 (Downtown Squamish) Objective 1. to encourage a 
compact, continuous façade of street level, pedestrian oriented commercial and 
public services uses along Cleveland and Second Avenues; 
18 - 18 All commercial and retail development in the Downtown shall respond to 
the principles of compact, vibrant and pedestrian-friendly urban form. This is 
to be achieved by respecting existing block patterns, preserving the rhythm of 
small-scale, pedestrian oriented commercial retail units along the street frontage. 

Draft 
Downtown 

Neighbourhood 
Plan: 

Draft Development Permit Area Guidelines in support: 
2-B.12 On the block scale, buildings shall include articulated massing or variations 
in material, pattern, or detail. The existing lot widths of 7.6 m or 15.2 m should be 
considered a standard increment for this variation. Increments of more than 15.2 
m could create a monotonous roofline or block wall. 

Downtown 
Squamish 

Concept Plan: 

4.4 Place Making, 4.4.1 Character Principles for Downtown  
Scale and Character: New and retrofit development should fit with the existing 
scale of lots and buildings. While some lot consolidation may be required in key 
locations, generally it should be minimized in order to preserve a pedestrian-
friendly scale.  
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